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Plant hormones
may aid HLB fight
Early findings in Florida show plant
hormone may help in Citrus Greening
battle
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The UF/IFAS hormone research started
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Although HBr is commercially available

research, suggesting that the treatment can
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and can be used for Florida citrus, UF/IFAS
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The faster the fruit turns the right color, the

Florida REC, ensuring results were

blooming at the desired time.

earlier it can hit the market, he said.
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same varieties, layout and number of trees

“In addition, accelerating peel color opens

“You can satisfy demand for mature fruit

at each research center, Alferez said.

interesting possibilities to manage fruit

earlier at a moment in which, in normal

maturation,” Alferez said. “It is easy to see

conditions, there would not be mature fruit

that this could be a tool for fresh fruit
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If scientists can determine how to correctly
time the application of the

great importance.”
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